
TOLL FREE NO 1800 4200 235

E-WASTEMANAGEMENT

Introduction:
E-waste is a popular, informal name for electronic products nearing the end of their "useful life." Mobile Phones,
Smart Phones, Feature phone, I Phones, Laptop, Desktop, Thin Clients, Air Conditioners, Televisions,
Refrigerators, Washing Machines, VCDs, stereos, copiers, and fax machines are common electronic products.
Many of these products can be reused, refurbished, or recycled.
E-waste has been one of the fastest growing waste streams in the world. While e-waste contains valuable
materials such as aluminum, copper, gold, palladium and silver, it also contains harmful substances like
cadmium, lead and mercury. In the absence of proper awareness, disposing e-waste in landfill can result in toxic
emissions to the air, water and soil and pose a serious health and environmental hazards.

Under the guidelines of theMinistry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India, E-
Waste (Management) Rules, 2016 and SKILWORTH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED stands committed to
implement E-Waste Rules.

We, SKILWORTH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED understand there is a need to encourage recycling of all
useful and valuablematerial frome-waste so as to conserve the ever-depleting natural resources. Recycling end-
of-life discarded products is vital if we are to save resources and minimize landfill SKILWORTH
TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED understands its responsibility and in this regards we have tied-up with
one of the leading and authorised e-waste recyclers namely EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT. LTD for facilitating
our customers to enable them to dispose of e-waste products after its end-of-life.

EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT.LTD one of the renowned recyclers is pioneer of recycling the e-waste in the most
organized manner in India. Authorized by CPCB and SPCB and are committed towards Environmental Social &
Corporate Governance. They have expertise in assisting Producers in fulfilling their compliances related to EPR
and E-waste Management.

Recycling of E-waste:

The company has tied -up with the M/S EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT.LTD. For collection of all our E-waste on
PAN India and disposes the same at their plant at 43/1, Besant Avenue Road, Adyar, Chennai, Tamilnadu-
600020. Customer can reach or call on Toll Free No 1800 4200 235. Our representatives explain them about
process of disposal and make them aware about nearest drop point available to drop the e- waste also give
information about incentive we will offer to them against their end-of-life product. If any customer wants to
handover the material from their doorsteps, we do send either our logistics team or M/S EARTH SENSE
RECYCLE PVT.LTD team to collect the items and channelize the same to our e-waste partner plant for final
processing.



Benefit of recycling of E-waste:
 E-waste contains many valuable, recoverable materials such as aluminum, copper, gold, silver, plastics, and

ferrous metals. In order to conserve natural resources and the energy needed to produce new electronic
equipment from virgin resources, electronic equipment can be refurbished, reused, and recycled instead of
being land filled.

 E-waste also contains toxic and hazardous materials including mercury, lead, cadmium, beryllium,
chromium, and chemical flame retardants, which have the potential to leach into our soil andwater.

 Protects your surroundings- Safe recycling of outdated electronics promotes sound management of toxic
chemicals such as lead and mercury.

 Conserves natural resources- Recycling recovers valuable materials from old electronics that can be used to
make new products. As a result, we save energy, reduce pollution, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and
save resources by extracting fewer rawmaterials from the earth.

Helps others - Donating your used electronics benefits your community by passing on ready-to-use or
refurbished equipment to those who need it.

 Saves landfill space - E-waste is a growing waste stream. By recycling these items, landfill space is
conserved.

Dos & Don’ts

Do’s:
 Always look for information on the cataloguewith your product for end-of-life equipmenthandling.
 Ensure that only Authorized Recyclers repair and handle your electronic products.
 Always call our E-waste Authorized Collection Centres/points to dispose products that have reached end-of

life.
 Always drop your used electronic products, batteries or any accessories when they reach the end of their

life at your nearest Authorized E-Waste Collection Centres/Points.
 Always disconnect the battery from product and ensure any glass surface is protected againstbreakage.

Don’ts:
 Do not dismantle your electronic Products on your own
 Do not throw electronics in bins having “Do not Dispose” sign.
 Do not give e-waste to informal (Kabaddi) and unorganized sectors like Local Scrap Dealer/ RagPickers.
 Do not dispose your product in garbage bins alongwithmunicipal waste that ultimately reaches landfills.



E-WASTE RECYCLING& COLLECTIONMECHANISM FOR CONSUMER

As per the E-waste Regulation under E-waste (Management) Rule, 2016 and SKILWORTH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE
LIMITED being a good corporate citizen understands the responsibility towards environment and thus following the
mechanism for collection of e-waste and channelizing it for safe recycling:

How end consumer can reach us?

If any of the End consumer willing to dispose or recycle their end of life product /e-waste can call or reach us at
our Recycling Partner toll free number, EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT.LTD representative would explain our
customers about process of disposal and make themaware about nearest drop point available to drop the e-
waste or we send our logistic team to pick the e-waste from the doorstep of customer and channelize the same to
our E-waste partner 43/1, Besant Avenue Road, Adyar, Chennai, Tamilnadu-600020 for final processing.

E-Waste Rules

Earth Sense Recycle Pvt. Ltd.

Earth Sense Recycle Pvt. Ltd. facility in Bengaluru ensures the compliant and responsible reuse and recycling of IT
assets for organizations throughout India. Our pan-India logistics network provides complete protection for assets during
transit to our secure processing facility, which operates to An ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001 and R2V3 certified
company. We provide a secure chain of custody for IT assets and data center equipment during the data destruction,
reuse and recycling processes. Complete reporting and certificates of data destruction and responsible recycling
demonstrate that our clients meet their compliance requirements.
Earth Sense Recycle Pvt., Ltd., is an authorized E-waste Management and Handling Service provider in India.
According to E-waste Management and Handling Rules 2016, the E-waste is defined as electrical and electronic equipment,
whole or in part, discarded as waste by the consumer or bulk consumer, as well as rejects from manufacturing,
refurbishment and repair processes.
Advancement in technology has resulted in piling up of electrical and electronic devices at a dizzying speed. E-waste
possesses hazardous substances which can harm both public health and environment as well.
We at Earth Sense Recycle Pvt., Ltd., have set up our Recycling facilities across India with best available technology in the
country.
When the polluter pays for environmental protection, it is then known as Extended Producer Responsibilities (EPR) under
the Environment Protection Act 1986. Central and State Governments can enact legislations to safe guard the environment
and people from exposure to toxic and hazardous nature of E-waste.
We at Earth sense, by our sensible recycling technology, recycle and extract valuable metals, plastics, glass, precious
metals, etc. from E-waste. This contributes to a great extent of India’s circular economy as well.



E-Waste

Not every e-waste needs to be destructed either. Study shows that 63% of e-garbage’s can safely be recycled
and this way we can not only show our care to the environment but also can save significant amount of our
budget.
However, the same study shows that only 17% electronic recycling is done, with the situation being much worse
in 3rd world countries including India. TRIPL is determined to change this scenario. Our easy and inexpensive
plans will help you get rid of all those machines, stacked up in your home or office.

Toner Cartridge Recycling
Printer cartridge or toner is something which comprises almost 12% of total e-waste produced in the whole world.

This is much bigger than any other component. This is why TRIPL places special importance on toner cartridge

recycling. Our dedicated division on toner cartridge allows you to save significant amount. Toner cartridges

refilling can easily be done and thus not only we totally recycle and save up to 70% of your costs but it comes with

no harm to the environment.

Data
Finally, Earth Sense Recycle Pvt. Ltd. has the most sophisticated infrastructure for data destruction. Whether
you want to safeguard your personal information before selling the hard disk or want to clean your PC of anything
malicious, we can help you with it. Our data destruction is thoroughly certified which means we guarantee you
privacy. After we destruct your data, it is completely gone, irreversibly deleted. No trace of the data can ever be
found on the storage medium.



OUR SERVICES



Awareness Programs of Recycler Earth Sense Recycle Pvt. Ltd.



Toll Free No. 1800 4200 235 for End Consumer reach.

TakeBack Scheme /collection Scheme

Once any end consumer will contact us at our Toll-free no. for handover the end of life product /e-waste for
proper disposal, EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT.LTD representative will get information to end customer about
any incentive or exchange offer that may be an offer, at that time, against their end of life product and encourage
customers/end users to deposit any of their old absolute products (spare parts) and their accessories
(irrespective of brand) and also propose to exchangethe same with a promotional voucher or any other lucrative
offers depending upon the remaining Life of the Product.

Reverse Logistic Support

For reverse logistic EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT.LTD (other part: WHEREAS DELIVERY ON TIME Logistics
Private Limited company has signed an agreement with SKILWORTH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED for
the collection of end-of-life product/ e-waste. If any end consumer wishes to handover the end-of-life product/ e-
waste fromtheir doorstep, we send our Recycling Partner EARTH SENSE RECYCLE PVT. LTD. to collect the end-
of-life product/ e-waste and channelize the same at Recycling partner 43/1, Besant Avenue Road, Adyar,
Chennai, Tamilnadu-600020



Wewill run e-waste exchange programwherewe will create mechanism to our end user to deposit any oftheir
electronic products, we exchange the same by giving some discount.

COUPONS

We can also offer coupons for our old customers, and they can take benefit of the coupons.
This can be discount on specific amount or can be a gift to the customers.

NEWPRODUCTS

After sales, we will regularly offer our customer about the new products availability and offer our customerto
exchange their old products.

WHAT SHOULD I DOWITHMY ELECTRONIC DISCARDS?

Themantra of "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" applies here.

 Reduce your generation of e-waste through smart handling and goodmaintenance.
 Reuse still functioning electronic equipment by donating to us.
 Recycle those products that cannot be repaired. Customermay handover their end-of-life products to

our nearest drop points for proper Recycling.

We look forward to your support in ensuring safe and efficient disposal of e-waste which is a
shared responsibility between our valued consumers and us.We value your co-operation.

To knowmore about safe and secure recycling and proper disposal of end-of-life electrical andElectronic
Products Customer can contact at our toll-free number at:

Toll free No. 18004200235

To find e-waste recycling service locations near your general practice, visit the Recycler websites

https://www.bijlipay.co.in/



Collection Centers

S.No.
Collection Center
Name & Address

States
Contact
Person
Name

Contact No
Toll Free

No.
Email

1

Earth Sense
Recycle Pvt. Ltd.,
No: 37, TSIIC
Industrial Park,

Mankhal,
Maheshwaram

Mandal,
Rangareddy Dist.,

Telangana -
501359.

TELANGANA Antelson 9000737788
1800 4200

235
antelson@earthsense.in

2

Earth sense recycle
Private ltd, Plot
No: 100, Sector –
V, IMT Manesar,
Gurgaon, Haryana,

Gurgaon,
Gurgaon,

HARYANA -
122050

HARYANA Jackson 8800470033
1801 4200

235
jackson@earthsene.in

3

Earth Sense
recycle Private
Limited, V111
194 Konan

puthur, Kanjikode
Post, Palakkad,

Palakkad,
KERALA -
678621

KERALA Jinu 9447091179
1802 4200

235
jinu@earthsense.in

4

Earth Sense
Recycle Private

Limited,
No:4/5/6,Dharam
Royale Complex,
Nashik Highway
Road, Sonale

Village, Bhiwandi,
Thane,

MAHARASHTRA
- 421302

MAHARASH
TRA Anoop 8754549061

1803 4200
235

anoop@earthsense.in

5

Earth Sense
Recycle Private
Limited, Plot

No.Spl.14, Jigani
2nd Stage, Jigna

Village,
JiganiHobli,
Anekal Taluk,
Bangalore,
Bangalore,

KARNATAK
A

Theen
kumaran

9900901816
1804 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in



KARNATAKA -
560105

6

Earth Sense
Recycle Private

Limited,
Bagerghole,

P.O:Boonhooghli,
Rajpur-Sonarpur,
Sonarpur, South
24 Parganas,

WEST BENGAL -
700103

WEST
BENGAL

Selvmon
i

8981023223
1805 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in

7

Earth sense recycle
Private Limited,

No
247,Hanumantha
Puram Road,,

Thenmelpakkam
Village,

Singaperumalkoil,
Chengalpet Taluk,

Chennai,
Kanchipuram,

TAMIL NADU -
603204

TAMIL
NADU

Jebakum
ar

7550256056
1806 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in

8

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, No 1,
Bye Lane No 2,
Kalapahar Colony
Bazar, Fatashil

Ambari, Guwahati,
Kamrup (Metro),
ASSAM - 781018

Assam
Manaben

dra
8638416591

1807 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

9

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, No 89,

Makhdumpur P.O,
Digha Ghat, PS:
Digha, Patna,

BIHAR - 800011

Bihar
Karthick

B
9087624121

1808 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

10

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Shop No

1 &amp; 2
Parameshwar 8,
Near Avakar
Heights And
Mapple

Parameshwar Sneh

GUJARAT
Kannan

M
9841709002

1809 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in



Plaza To Ring
Road, New
Chandkheda,
Ahmedabad,
GUJARAT -

382424

11

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Plot No
13 E L No 3,
Anand Vihar,
Talab Tilo,

Jammu, JAMMU
& KASHMIR -

180002

JAMMU &
KASHMIR

Manoj
Kumar
M L

9912781212
1810 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in

12

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Sahu
Comlpex, Shop

No-6,, Near Kokar
Chowk, HB Road,

Ranchi,
JHARKHAND -

834001

JHARKHAND
Sreejith

T
9597588458

1811 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

13

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, 11/8,
Near Shivji

Mandir,, Morai
Mohall, Chawni,,
Indore, MADHYA

PRADESH -
452001

MADHYA
PRADESH

Ajin Jeba
Raj E

7695810042
1812 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in

14

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Plot No-
387, Sikhara
Chandi Nagar,
Bhubaneshwar,

Khorda, ODISHA
- 751024

ODISHA
Abish

Raj R M
8248923652

1813 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

15

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, RS No:

190/2,
Panjaliamman

Nagar,
Mettupalayam

UT of
Puducherry

Frank
Duff G

8098206455
1814 4200

235
service@bijlipay.co.in



Pondicherry,
Puducherry, UT of

Puducherry -
605009

16

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, CF No
63, Harmilap

Nagar, Phase-1,
Baltana, Panchkula
Near Industrial
Area Phase 2,

Mohali, PUNJAB
- 140604

PUNJAB
Siva

Surya M
8300303208

1815 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

17

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, D-17,
New Rajendra
Nagar, Raipur,

Raipur,
CHATTISGARH -

492006

CHATTISGA
RH Raja S M 7904542408

1816 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

18

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Mainpal
Pundir ,House No
51C, Pankaj Vihar,
Pithuwala,Shimla
Bypass Road,
Dehradun,

UTTARAKHAND
- 248001

UTTARAKHA
ND Sabin I 7695952342

1817 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

19

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, Plot No
149 Shop No-B,

Ved Ji Ka
Chauraha Pratap
Nagar, Vistar

Murlipura Jaipur,
Jaipur,

RAJASTHAN -
302039

RAJASTHAN
Sharma

C
6383990338

1818 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in

20

Recology
Recycling India
Private Limited,
No 69 to 71, Vill
Peepli Khera,,
Paranga Sarava,

UTTAR
PRADESH

Vinoth
M

Prasanna
7339668566

1819 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in



Meerut, UTTAR
PRADESH -

250002

21

Biz Log-
Deliveryontime
Logistics Private
Limited, 25-90/1,
4th Cross Road,
Kabela,, RR
Nagar,,

Vijayawada,
Krishna,
ANDHRA
PRADESH -

520012

ANDHRA
PRADESH Sathish 7738389404

1820 4200
235

service@bijlipay.co.in


